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Bank of Canada Rate Announcement - July 10, 2019
The Bank of Canada announced its rate decision today, but this took a back seat to the U.S. Federal
Reserve Chairman’s semi-annual testimony before Congress. To no surprise, the Bank left its overnight
target rate at 1.75 per cent. The Bank also released its Monetary Policy Report for July 2019, which
contained its updated economic forecasts.
The Bank raised its second quarter 2019 Canada growth forecast to account for recent improvements and
fell in line with the prevailing consensus forecast. More notably, the Bank edged lower its 2020 growth
forecast for Canada’s economy. Consequently, the Bank sees more slack in the economy than three
months ago due mainly to a weaker trade sector. The Bank also downgraded global economic growth
citing ongoing trade conflicts, geopolitical tensions and related uncertainty.
The Bank’s rate announcement had no market impact because it met expectations, but the markets did
move on the U.S. Fed Chairman’s testimony. Equity markets gained, bonds sold off, oil prices rose, and
the U.S. dollar declined. The Fed is the dominant central banker in the world economy and it influences
the direction of central bank policy rates in other countries. There is more than a 50:50 chance the Fed will
cut rates soon, though the timing and magnitude of this easing is data and policy dependent. Fed rate cuts
would normalize the yield curve.
When the Fed cuts rates in response to weaker growth and growth prospects, the Bank of Canada, and
other central banks, will most likely need to cut rates given the interconnectedness of economies. Our view
is that the Bank will remain on hold through this year but will need to provide more monetary stimulus in
2020. A rate cut later this year is likely if trade tariffs spread and tensions escalate.
The next rate announcement is September 4, 2019.
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